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summer of 1933, preaching the gospel of crop control until
the nonconformist began to feel ill at ease in the surge of
converts* At last collective action had reached the farm com-
munity, under a widespread recognition that problems of
marketing were currently more vital than production
methods.
As if to test their new faith to a heroic degree, the AAA
asked several million producers to do a thing that violated
their deepest instincts: destroy the fruits' of their labor.
Southern cotton growers were preparing in the summer of
1933 to harvest a bumper crop from forty million acres,
which meant that at least sixteen million bales would thus
be added to the huge carry-over of recent seasons. Though it
was too late to check planting, the AAA sent forth twenty-
two thousand agents, chiefly volunteers, to persuade fanners
to plow up about a fourth of their acreage in return for cash
payments ranging from six to twenty dollars an acre. They
returned with agreements to take more than ten million acres
out of tillage.
The press reported that the Southern mule, trained to
walk between rows, stubbornly refused to trample growing
cotton as he pulled the plow of destruction. His master, who
seemed at first more tractable, proved so reluctant early next
season to sign up for crop limitation—hoping to reap the
benefit of rising prices—that Congress passed the Bankhead
cotton-control act in 1934. By laying a heavy tax on all fiber
brought to the gin in excess of a grower's assigned quota,
it introduced a measure of compulsion into the AAA; and
its running mate, the Kerr-Smith tobacco-control act, im-
posed similar taxes upon overproduction in another Southern
staple, where plowing-under had also been practised in 1933.
Prospects for a short wheat crop in 1933 exempted that
commodity from destruction; but in the corn-hog belt the
ruinous prospect of two-dollar hogs, plus the corn-crop re-
duction planned for the following spring, doomed to death
six million pigs and breeding sows* "It was a foregone con-

